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White Paper Legal Disclaimer

This White Paper is designed for the purpose of providing general information on the internal structure
and the user management of the Chain Lords Guild, specifically the present form of the Guild’s token
and its current and proposed future operation within the Guild community and the Metaverse at large.

The contents of this document do not constitute legal or financial advice and should not be a substitute
for formal advice nor should it be relied upon as such. This White Paper does not contain
representations as to the functionality of the current and future use of the Chain Lords Guild tokens
(‘GLORY’).

By purchasing the tokens, you accept the possibility of financial risk. In the event you suffer any financial
loss as a result of your purchase of Guild tokens you agree that you will not seek recompense from the
Guild or its affiliates. 
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Introduction

The Chain Lords Guild (‘CLG’) is a decentralized autonomous organisation (‘DAO’) with the
goal of engaging various blockchain gaming platforms across the metaverse through non
fungible token (‘NFT’s’) investment. The vision of CLG is exponential financial success through
consolidation of Metaverse in game assets and resources.

The overall intent is to develop a profitable virtual world economy utilising CLG community
owned assets to fund in game investment and allowing the resulting profits to be accessible
by CLG token holders. 

As a result of its diverse international online community, CLG is uniquely positioned in its
ability to pivot and direct its resources into emerging virtual gaming platforms. We seek to
develop and create accessible in game assets so that our token holders can obtain financial
success. 

At CLG we believe that the future of modern social evolution will be developed in the
Metaverse and we seek to be at the forefront of this journey. As an industry leader we
understand this period of social history will be recognised as the crucial starting point that
will forever change global human interaction and economies. 

For the first time ever, financial autonomy for the average gamer and content creator can be
secured by doing what they love best.

 And we are here to make it happen.
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Purchasing NFT’s which increase revenue streams in game (such as higher quality
equipment or strategic locations within the Metaverse); 

Renting or selling NFT’s for a profitable mark up as global demand increases and the
Metaverse continues to become globally adopted;

Encouraging the growth of the Metaverse through applications conducive with creativity,
unique content and community inclusion; 

Ensuring CLG token holder participation in all DAO decision making; and

 Maintaining our position at the forefront of industry research and development to ensure
CLG continues to be a competitive player for all Metaverse applications.

CLG’s vision is to maximise profit sharing for guild token-holders by increasing the value of
Guild owned NFT’s found in blockchain play to earn games. The decision for asset purchases
is determined by an objective assessment based on the likelihood of exponential growth. 

This is accomplished through:

Ultimately, all in-game assets will be purchased for Guild use which will allow the
development and further growth of CLG. 

These purchases will be confirmed by the utilisation of smart contracts instructed from DAO
approved decisions, which are further derived from token holder majority consensus. The
direction and profit of CLG is completely determined and shared by community token-
holders. At CLG we understand that members of our Guild community have a voice and are
expected to be heard.

CLG Methodology
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MICHAEL BENNALLACK
Chief Executive Officer -
Bachelor of Education
(University of Queensland)

DAVID
SETIAWAN
Chief Marketing
Officer

BENJAMIN 
CROSLEY
Chief Operations
Officer - ASc (UVU)

Michael has 15+ years of experience in education, sales, marketing, networking and team building. Michael has
worked as as an educator but has been primarily responsible for the business side of education. He has managed
and built several sales and marketing divisions for different educational Institutions. With his entrepreneurial
skillset he successfully founded and built Global Pathways Consulting, an Australian based company that builds
strategic partnerships and business operations between Australian Universities and Educational Institutions across
Asia. In 2017 he turned his attention to blockchain technologies where his passion developed. Initially as an
investor and researcher, Michael has since built, invested and co-founded Republik Rupiah, Indonesia's fastest
growing Crypto Education Platform. Developing the Chain Lords Guild is the natural progression and desire of this
community.

Majoring in Linguistics & Literature, David has been researching and writing for 7 years. He's the Co-Founder,  CEO
& main presenter of Republik Rupiah, a leading research and education community focussed on all things of a
financial nature in Indonesia. Prior to his position at Republik Rupiah, he had 3+ years of experience in the field of
administrative assistance, social service, and office management and has worked in both Indonesia and Australia
in these roles. David is really into blockchain architectural design, DeFi, and stablecoins projects.

With over 10 years of operational and management experience, Benjamin brings a multifaceted skillset to the
Chain Lords Guild. He has most recently overseen the day to day operations of a national sales consultancy. He
implemented systems, managed resources, and mentored people to achieve company goals. His passion was to
co-ordinate and motivate his large workforce to exceed vendor expectations. Benjamin has been an avid member
of the cryptocurrency community since 2016. Participating in various ICOs and funding seed offerings. He
understands the fundamentals of a successful crypto start up. With this experience he is building the Chain Lords
Guild and posturing the team for long term success. 

Team 
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JAKE 
HARTLEY
Legal and Compliance

Due to his extensive experience working within diverse multinational corporations, Jake possesses a well-rounded
understanding of corporate governance, risk management and legal compliance. His previous roles included
positions such as contract manager and legal officer, during which time he was involved in multiple high profile
strategic acquisitions. Notable career achievements include the development of industry leading strategic and
operational risk registers for globally recognised multinational Teys Australia Pty Ltd. His past experience in legal
and risk compliance, combined with his passion for the crypto currency space and online gaming, have all served
to assist in the continued development and progression of the Chain Lords Guild.

MUSA 
DARMANTO
Head of Content

Musa has 5+ years in creative and media industry writing for many online platforms in Indonesia. He also worked
for an additional 2+ years in the financial services industry, specifically in the marketing and sales department. His
role required him to manage SMEs across Indonesia. Musa's current role is head of content at Republik Rupiah. His
interests lie in NFTs and the Solana ecosystem specifically.

SETH 
MUTTON

Asset & Treasury Manager - AdvDip
Leadership and Management (GQA)

Seth has been working within the sales, marketing and consulting industry for 10+ years ranging through a diverse
portfolio of products and services. He has been responsible for the profit and loss of multiple multi-million dollar
private companies ensuring the growth and expansion of their business operations whilst overseeing the cash
flow, budgeting and financial operations. Since 2013 he has been investing in IPO's and trading stocks and
commodities. Like many others, Seth entered the cryptocurrency market in 2017 and is passionate about the
future of cryptocurrency and metaverse mass adoption.

DITTO
SURANTO

Lead Researcher

Ditto is a keen researcher and writer. He has developed an efficient skill at being able to unpack complex data sets
following which he is able to write about them extensively. He speaks multiple languages fluently and has worked
previously in marketing for global organisations across Indonesia. He currently works as the lead researcher for
Republik Rupiah.

Team 
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With a formal background in Business and Management while specialising in Micro Business Operations, Tom
thrives in the challenge of new projects. Tom has a strong track record and has primarily been responsible for the
revenue, growth and expansion of each organisation he has worked within. Noteworthy, in 2015 while operating
within the private sector as a Regional Manager across Western Australia and Tasmania, Tom grew the company's
revenue by 20 million dollars within a single financial year. Since then Tom has successfully co-founded a Sales and
Marketing company called Evella which is now thriving in its 6th year of operation. When asked, Tom credits his
continuous success to his strong communication skills. Tom entered the cryptocurrency space back in 2017 and is
equally excited about the growth and adoption of the sector as he is about the growth and expansion of the Chain
Lords Gaming Guild.

KIMIORA
HARTLEY

Branding & Marketing
Bachelor of Arts/International Relations (University of Queensland)

Kimiora has worked in a variety of branding roles over her professional career. Her experience has included
leading and developing marketing strategies  for high profile companies; in the sectors of not for profit (NGO's),
start up's and digital brands. As head of  marketing  and aesthetics her attention to detail  has seen exponential
growth for  both the Republik Rupiah and Chain Lords Guild brands.

THOMAS BENNALLACK
Business & Partnership -
AdvDip Leadership & Management (GQA)

 Roni developed a keen interest in blockchain technology and website development, as a result of this burgeoning
passion he dedicated extensive resources to self development in website management and creation. His skill set
has been invaluable in the creation and management of the Chain Lords Guild online platforms.

Rizkiana has diverse work experience in many different sectors in Indonesia, Malaysia and Hong Kong. Her specific
skill set is in developing and creating digital content and social media. She has previously worked with Republik
Rupiah as a presenter and lead video editor and has been responsible for all video production and digital content
across all platforms.

RIZKIANA 
Digital Solutions

RONI 
TARADIPTA
Web Development
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With Chris' extensive experience in business he founded and successfully exited, through a structured earn-out
agreement, one of Australia’s largest direct sales and telecommunication agencies which generates over $20m
AUD annually. After successfully exiting his first business, Chris has assisted in sourcing, transacting and closing
over $550m of Industrial and Commercial real estate as a specialised investment consultant. 

CHRISTOPHER CHAPLIN

Private Equity Partner - B.Comm (Fin), B.Law (Hons) & Masters of Property,
Development & Valuations (Real Estate, APAC)

Ferdy's historical corporate roles bring a wealth of experience in project management, human resources and
employee management. Using these skills, Ferdy has founded and developed 'Ferdy's Orphanage', one of
Indonesias's largest Axie Infinity communities. As a result of this success in the Crypto space, he partnered with
Chain Lords Guild to manage the Axie Infinty scholarship program.

FERDY 

Scholarship Manager

MOHAMMAD
ZAKY 
Matrixport

CASPAR COXON
Chartered Accountant  - B.Comm (Mgmt & Acc), GradDip of Chartered
Accounting, Member of ICAANZ

Caspar is a chartered accountant and full member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants Australia and New
Zealand. He has a strong focus on risk and compliance having worked in assurance and advisory for Deloitte and
Hewlett Packard. He is a s708 Australian sophisticated investor and actively trades traditional domestic and
international markets. He also exploits emerging markets and digital assets. As a director and advisor to other
entities he has a range of experience fulfilling his fiduciary duties and maximising shareholder and owner wealth.

With his experience and knowledge gained from his position as a strategy analyst at Manulife, Zaky left the security
of his executive position and invested his time as an early adopter in the cryptocurrency sector. First working as a
Business Development Executive at Pintu he was involved in the successful launch of the Rupiah stable coin. His
successful track record helped him secure the position as the Growth Manager for Southeast Asia Binance. His
current position as the Regional Head of Growth at Matrixport coupled with his vast network within the
cryptocurrency industry makes him a valued advisor in the Chain Lords Guild.



CLG’s primary revenue streams will flow from the leveraging of CLG NFT’s by token
holders who will pay a percentage of their in-game earnings in exchange for use of these
assets.

For Metaverse fixed assets such as land or location-based hubs profitability will be
obtained through third party use (external to CLG).

Increased equity in CLG owned assets as pay-to-earn games and utilisation of the
Metaverse becomes globally adopted.

The nascent creation of pay to earn block chain games has birthed a completely new virtual
economy. CLG’s business framework seeks to create real-world value from these cultivated
Metaverse economies.

Business Formula

Criteria for blockchain pay-to-earn games
Selection of any gaming platforms must be consistent with CLG’s business framework. Such
requirements include (but are not limited to as the Metaverse evolves):

1. Virtual fixed assets that can be purchased;

2. In game economy that utilises its own unique acquirable token;

3. The opportunity to develop and acquire these tokens as players immerse themselves in               
the game.

CLG Business Framework
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Axie Infinity;

Star Atlas; and

Illuvium

Increase CLG player population through utilisation of social applications and influencer
engagement (e.g. current commercial engagement with Republik Rupiah (‘RR’).

Increase player engagement through a Lord rank system that encourages and awards
token-holder participation and DAO assistance which will further incentivise players as
their ability to determine DAO governance increases;

Prioritising token-holder use of CLG in game assets to ensure competitive community
growth and remove individual financial market barriers; and

Objective analysis of Metaverse fixed assets and NFT’s to determine likelihood of positive
ROI.

CLG’s Current Gaming Portfolio
The below list is the current focus of CLG treasury investment as Guild analytics have
indicated positive exponential return when utilising in game economies. Subject to DAO
governance the gaming portfolio will change as more applications containing the
prerequisite criteria evolve and are released.

Current games include:

Opportunity Focus
The CLG team business framework will be actioned through continued implementation of
the below initiatives:
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CLG treasury acquired virtual assets;

Revenue acquired from token-holder use of CLG assets (where a percentage of player
earnings is paid in return for asset use);

Virtual economy token rewards acquired from in game activities (trade, mining, raids,
service fees);

CLG created NFT’s that grant token-holder benefits (e.g. unique Lord Avatar NFT’s);

Revenue acquired through third party commercial engagement (e.g. sponsorships, ad
revenue, utilisation of RR platform);

Traditional revenue streams (e.g. merchandise, partnerships).

Stake Glory for further token rewards dependant on its commercial activities (unique
content and merchandise, NFT’s etc.);

Stake Glory to acquire a relevant Lord rank allowing participation in DAO governance;

Use Glory in the internal CLG eco-system in return for services or items expanding various
pay-to-earn gaming platforms. 

CLG Value Determination
CLG’s value is determined by the following:

CLG GLORY Token Usage 
Glory token holders will be able to utilise the following activities:
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The acquisition of various crypto currencies, fixed and non-fixed Metaverse assets and
relevant pay-to-earn economy tokens;

Management of the locked percentage of Glory tokens;

Internal auditing of financial activities including legislative required reporting and tax;
and

Performance of fundraising activities.

The function of the CLG treasury is to ensure successful management of virtual assets with
the end goal of exponential positive ROI.

This will include:

All CLG assets are managed by via a multi signature wallet with a majority amount of wallet
signatures required to confirm any CLG transactions.

Raising of Funds
CLG has managed to acquire significant capital in a in a first-round raiser.
Fund distribution will be determined by DAO consensus taking into account the current
percentage of distribution until a majority of the Glory tokens reside within the community.
Until that future point in time the founding team will operate according to the below
percentages.

Asset Transparency
CLG is seeking to develop an application, accessible through its website, that offers visibility
to all token holders on CLG’s revenue performance and asset management across the
metaverse

Treasury Function 
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All CLG Glory token holders will be key stakeholders in the management and decision
making of the CLG DAO economy. The ability to influence DAO decision making will be
directly correlated with the percentage of Glory tokens in a CLG member’s possession. This is
accomplished through the notion of each token representing a singular vote cast at the
crossroads of any DAO decision. 

CLG Glory Token Distribution
The total amount of Glory tokens minted will number 1,000,000,000 with scheduled release
of distribution dependant on the various phases as decided by the DAO. Current planned
release of Glory is as follows:

Chain Lords 
Decentralised Autonomous Organisation

Community
45%

Founding Team
20%

Treasury
15%

Seed Investors
10%

Advisors
7%

Air Drop
3%
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The Glory Tokens will be released as outlined in the below categories:

1 6

Detailed Allocation Breakdown of Glory Tokens

Treasury (15% of total allocation of Glory)
The CLG treasury will hold a total amount of 150,000,000 Glory tokens not subject to any lock
up period as per the CLG Business Methodology.

Advisors (7% of total allocation of Glory)
The CLG team of consultants/advisors will hold 70,000,000 Glory tokens in the aggregate
which will be subject to a trickle release over a 47-month timeframe to ensure
decentralisation occurs organically within the community.

Founding Team (20% of total allocation of Glory)
The founding team members will possess a total amount of 200,000,000 Glory token subject
to a trickle release period proportionate to the owned percentage over a 47-month
timeframe, this serves to ensure the fluctuating price of community distributed tokens are
not subject to the influence of a minority few holding a majority percentage of tokens.

Seed Investors (10% of total allocation of Glory)
The seed investors will possess a total amount of 100,000,000 Glory tokens subject to a trickle
release period over a 48-month timeframe to maintain consistency with Founding Team and
Advisor release schedule.
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8000000000

10000000000

12000000000
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Airdrop Release 3%
A scheduled release of 30,000,000 tokens in various airdrop events will be released as
determined by DAO consensus.

CLG Community Release (45% of total allocation of Glory)
The Glory tokens will be distributed to the community according to the CLG Business
Methodology and in line with various launch and release schedules.  

Sub DAO’s

CLG will create various sub DAO’s for management of specific applications and their in-game
assets. Each sub-Dao will be autonomous in its individual function whilst still being
completely controlled and operated by the CLG treasury. The utilisation of smart contracts
will allow CLG community members to access these assets for a commercial benefit.

Similarly, to the CLG DAO, all sub-Dao’s will operate through a tokenised system that will
allow in game community members to decide voting outcomes and proffer proposals unique
to the specific gaming platform. This system will encourage community members to utilise
guild assets which will then provide a positive ROI to CLG and the members themselves.

CLG Vaults
 

Each CLG owned vault will allow token holders the opportunity to obtain rewards for specific
activities. In order to access these various rewards token holders will be able to stake their
Glory tokens in the relevant vault option. 

For example, a certain vault may be for the mining of certain finite resources in the Star Atlas
in game economy. Token holders will be able to access the rewards from mining
proportionate to the percentage they have staked for that vault.

Another possibility is the renting of NFT’s, token holders will be able to receive the applicable
rewards proportionate to the percentage of their staked Glory tokens.

The rules governing the specific vaults and their accompanying pay-to-earn application will
differ based on the in-game mechanics that dictate the options of commercial exploitation.



Creation of Website;
Research and Development;
Concept Formation;
Team Formation;
Partnership and advisory engagements;
Glory token presale.

Community engagement;
Finalisation of CLG ranking operation interactive and synthesised with relevant
applications (e.g. discord etc.);
Token Public Sale and associated marketing;
Initial in game asset purchases;
Community airdrop;
Scholarship management and roll out.

Website web 3.0 connectivity;
Token staking functionality;
Launch of player scholarship application portal;
Community Governance Beta release.

CLG Roadmap
 

CLG’s business methodology will be rolled out through the below schedule:

First Phase 

Second Phase 

Third Phase 

To initially ensure a positive ROI for community members, CLG will utilise token holders to
farm, rent or exploit pay-to-earn NFT assets. This will be determined through the centralised
operation of the DAO until such time that smart contracts allow the fluid automated
operation of transferred/rented NFT’s. 

Once full automation of these commercial engagements are possible CLG will seek to further
grow and develop its revenue streams through value added programs such as sponsored
lords, social platform exploitation and player stream diversion.
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You are of the legal age required by your country of origin in which you are making the
purchase;

You confirm and accept that the Glory tokens are not representative of shares, securities,
investments or equities of any kind and in any form for any relevant jurisdiction;

You confirm and accept that the CLG Provided Information is not an offer or invitation to
treat regarding the purchase of Glory tokens but rather information explaining the
methodology of CLG and its proposed financial direction, subject to change;

You confirm and accept that relevant regulatory authorities have not approved nor
reviewed the CLG Provided Information, and such approval or review has not been
planned;

Legal Disclaimer

The above-mentioned information detailed in this CLG White Paper in conjunction with this
legal disclaimer (Legal Disclaimer) is not subject to any limitations and may include further
changes as amended from time to time. The White Paper and Legal Disclaimer do not create
a contract between the reader and CLG.

Whilst we make all reasonable efforts to ensure that all information released in the White
Paper, on the CLG website, or on any CLG managed applications and social media platforms
(collectively ‘CLG Provided Information’) is transparent, forthright and current, the CLG
Provided Information should not be construed as professional advice.

Any individual that desires to purchase the Glory Token should first seek independent
professional advice rather than acting on any CLG Provided Information.

NO REPRESENTATION & WARRANTIES

Notwithstanding any other provision of these Legal Notices or any statement made expressly
or impliedly in the CLG Provided Information, CLG does not make or imply, and hereby
disclaims, any warranty, representation or undertaking of any kind and in any form between
CLG and any other party, including but not limited to any representation as to the accuracy
or currency of any CLG Provided Information. 

REPRESENTATION & WARRANTIES BY YOU

By accessing the CLG Provided Information or purchasing any Glory tokens, you represent
and warrant to CLG that:
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You confirm that the distribution, sharing or dissemination of the CLG Provided
Information in any form is not prohibited by relevant laws or regulations in your country of
origin or jurisdiction under which you access the CLG Provided Information in any form,
and you further confirm that where such restrictions exist you have complied with all
relevant requirements pertaining to your local or federal laws at your own expense and
without any liability to CLG;

You will refrain from misrepresenting any of the information contained in the CLG
Provided Information;

You confirm and accept that in the event you purchase CLG tokens, such tokens are not
construed, classified or deemed in any way or form to be stocks, shares, rights derivatives,
units in a collective business scheme or trust, any other class of security or type of
investment or debentures of any person or corporate entity;

You possess a basic understanding of the required operation necessary to access crypto
currencies including but not limited to the necessary functions required for Glory token
access;

You are disallowed from purchasing any Glory tokens should you reside in a UN
sanctioned country or are yourself a sanctioned entity within the UN list of sanctioned
individuals;

You confirm and accept that there are inherent risks associated with the operation of CLG
and its associated business methodology and as such CLG is not liable in any way or form
for any for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential, or other losses of any kind
in tort contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue income or profits
or loss of use or data or loss of reputation or loss of any economic or other opportunity of
whatsoever nature or howsoever arising) arising out of or in connection with any
acceptance of or reliance on the CLG Provided Information, Glory token purchase, or any
other related part therein; and

You confirm that all of your above representations and warranties are true, complete,
accurate and objectively correct.

IMPORTANT NOTE 

All current information found in the CLG Provided Information and any associated
statements, press releases, verbal or written communication by CLG representatives that are
not objective statements of historical occurrence are classified as ‘Prospective Statements’.

These Prospective statements are often identifiable by reference to words denoting words
including but not limited to future goals, targets, estimates, opportunities, likelihood of
events, projects. 



Changes in geopolitical climates that potentially affect the cryptocurrency market
conditions wherein Glory tokens are purchased/obtained;

CLG’s inability, due to a variety of reasons, to deliver on any proposed business plans,
methodologies or projects;

 Relevant external factors that may affect the forecast growth of CLG;

Changes in CLG’s ability to deliver on fees and payments related to its business
methodology;

Changes in CLG’s financial needs in relation to prospective growth;

Other variables beyond the direct control of CLG;

Changes in market share of CLG and its ability to offer competitive processes;

Any Force Majeure Event relevant to your jurisdiction;

All information provided by CLG relating to its financial prospects, future revenue stream,
goals, business methodologies and prospective direction of these methodologies are also
classified as ‘Prospective Statements’ and as such are only considered prospective estimates
in which CLG makes no representations or warranties as to the likelihood or accuracy of such
statements.

These Prospective Statements contain risks and variables that are external to the operation of
CLG and as such require you to seek independent professional advice before making any
decisions relating to Prospective Statements.

Such risks and variables include but are not limited to:

Nothing contained in the CLG Provided Information constitutes a promise or representation
as to the future growth and direction of CLG. Furthermore, CLG refutes any requirement to
update or address any Prospective Statements to illustrate potential future projects. You
confirm that the onus is on you to confirm the currency of the White Paper or any other
related CLG Provided Information.
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